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Fall is here!
Let's Do Some Planting!
Summer heat is waning! That means VAF volunteers can again tackle some
much-needed projects at the Lewis Garden and elsewhere on the Avenue.
YOU CAN HELP! Plan to come out to cut, slash, yank out and even plant.
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Two Dates to Remember • Dr. Lewis Garden (Victoria and Jane) •
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October 20,2007

November 17,2007

•

9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
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Bring all or some of these tools (all marked clearly with your name.)
CLIPPERS • LOPPERS • SAWS • SHOVELS • WEEDERS
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The Lewis Garden desperately needs help which only Y O U can provide.
• Some plants can be cut b a c k at this time of year to improve their appearance (e.g. Texas ranger,
rosemary). Others will have to wait until February.
• Some plants have died, probably of old age, and should be removed (e.g. lions's tail, phlomis).
• Some plants suffered in last winter's freeze and need attention (e.g. the agaves).
And, of course, there are always some weeds and palm seedlings that need to be grubbed out.
Obviously there is a considerable amount to do. So, in November we will:
• Finish tidying up the Lewis Garden.
• Replant many sulfur flowers (Eriogonum) that died from too much water this summer.
• Plant a few missing trees in the median of several nearby blocks.
Come join the fun. Enjoy the camaraderie and the refreshments.
Go home with a great feeling of accomplishment.
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The Lewis Garden was installed in 1993 by VAF which has been solely responsible for its
maintenance ever since. As to be expected, a few majc^ problems have cropped up over time. The
paths in the garden were originally surfaced with decomposed granite which included an organic
substance to discourage weeds, while still allowing the water to seep through. Over the years, this
substance has lost its effectiveness, allowing weeds toflourish.The paths were also, when originally laid down, level with the metai borders. Much the d e o H n p o s e d granite has washed away
^ n some cases, the surface of the path is 1 - 2 inches below the top
the edging.
VAF will SOCHI undertake to have a ccHitractor install additional decomposed granite-with the
weed suj^M^ssant, of course, to restore the paths to their original look.
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Message from the President

"Dave ^ger

Fail is arriving and V A F is beginning a new year. I want to thank Jenny Humphries and Sylvia Broadbent for their
many years of dedicated service to the board and the Avenue. Jenny assures us that she will continue to be there on
workdays. Then, of course, it is a big welcome to new board members Jim Montgomery, Pete Kallinger and Adam
Timura.
At our September board meeting committees were formed and are planning the upcoming year's events. We will
be sharing this information with you in later newsletters. Your involvement in any of these projects will be greatly
appreciated. Contact one of us to see how you can help, from growing roses at your house to working on the website.
I said in my last report that we would share with you what the City and V A F have planned for improving the Avenue. There is an article in this newsletter prepared by Public Works staff. We appreciate their preparing this article
and working with all of us to improve Victoria Avenue.
See you at our next work day!

Endowment Fund Contributions
Victoria Avenue Forever gratefully acknowledges the following recent
donations to the Endowment Fund, Thank you!
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honor of Bill Lewis* birthday
memory of Margaret Parks
memory of Joan Anderson M.D.
memory of Harry Danko
memory' of V. C. Smith, Jr.
honor of Jean H. Gillett
honor of 50th anniversary of Bob & Eva Kollar
memory of Marjorie Montgomery

Watchdog for the Avenue
Kathy Swanson recently joined the City of Riverside Public
Works Department as a Landscape Inspector focusing on maintenance of historic Victoria Avenue. Kathy's background includes
landscape design and construction as an independent contractor and
installer.
In addition, Kathy has volunteered with organizations such as the Riverside
Rose Society, where she is serving her second term as secretary. Kathy is also
a committee member for Restoring Roses to Southern Gardens, a non-profit
organization working to bring beauty back to the gulf coast following hurricane
Katrina and Rita's devastation. Kathy's experieiKe also includes management
of historic preservation projects, such as her work with the Riverside Historical
Society CMI restoration of a 100-year-old structure on Main Street in Riverside.
**Kathy's experience in landscape design and maintenance as well as her
dedication to historic preservation projects will serve the City's vision for
Victoria Avenue well" states Siobhan Foster, City of Riverside Public Works
Director. "She is a welcomed addition to our City team".
Kathy has been a resident of Riverside for over 20 years and her commitment to landscape preservation and beautification is demonstrated in her community involvement. She serves on the Riverside Rose Show committee and
enjoys participating in rose priming demonstrations. She recently won first prize
for her iris and bird of paradise at the Riverside Flower Show.

Do trees in Riverside grow the
same way that they would in New
York? Of course not. Riverside has a
In the last newsletunique climate where most trees grow
ter, we briefly mentioned that board
throughout the year with little rest. So,
member, M^tfie Hempy, took on the City when the international standards say,
regarding improper tree trimming not
for example, do not remove more than a
only on the Avenue, but in neighborthird of the growth crff of a tree, it works
hoods throughout the city.
well in New York, but not in Riverside.
She was successful in stopping the
If we remove a third of the growth off a
trimming and returning the City to its
tree here, it promotes a lot of rapid weak
original policy. To help you understand
growth that eventually starts to break
a little about tree trimming, there are
and fall from the tree. In Riverside we
guidelines established to help insure
promote not removing more that 15
that trees are trimmed in a manner that
- 20% of a tree at any one time so as to
is most beneficial to maintaining their
promote slower healthier growth.
health.
A second example would be timing.
The City has an Urban Forestry
Riverside's policy states that trees are
Policy that outlines these guidelines
to be trimmed November through April
and it can be seen on the City's webonly. That is because we have insects
site. Often arborists will prefer to say
that take advantage of trees that are
that they are following ISA or Anzi
trimmed in the warm months. We are
standards. These are guidelines that are
blessed with a climate that allows us to
established by the industry to help guide trim in the winter versus New York.
professionals. Why would the City of
We hope this gives you some idea
Riverside have its own standards rather
as to why it is important for the City
than following the industry standards?
to follow its own policy and why we
Well, if you think about it, the industry
applaud Marie Hempy's efforts to get
standards are national and international. things back on track.

Tree

Weight Limit
Approved
The City Council has approved an
ordinance establishing a 5-ton weight
restriction on trucks
using X^ictoria Avenue
from University to L a
Sierra. A s reported in
the most recent newsletter, Ron Burk, V A F
board member, became concerned with
the number of heavyduty trucks using the
Avenue, especially at
his end near L a Sierra.
He proposed a ban on
such traffic and shepherded it to passage.

to the Avenue
On September 25, 2007, the City
Council approved a new Renaissance
Project-the Victoria Avenue Beautification Plan. This exciting project is a
joint venture between the City of Riverside and Victoria Avenue Forever.
The nine mile stretch of linear
drive was master planned in 1892 by
Riverside's pioneer landscape designer Frank Hosp. The Avenue has
blossomed into a year-round attraction for bicyclists, joggers and Sunday afternoon drive enthusiasts. In
1960 Victoria Avenue was declared a
Cultural Heritage Landmark and then
added to the National Park Service's

National Register of Historic Places
in October of 2000.
To preserve the natural beauty
of the drive, the City of Riverside, in
partnership with Victoria Avenue Forever, introduced a two-phase project,
with Phase I beginning immediately.
Phase I includes expanded rodent control, enhanced median and
parkway maintenance, miniature
rose plantings and a comprehensive
overall clean up. Phase I I will be
competitively bid. Elements of Phase
II include irrigation infrastructure upgrades, the addition of approximately
49 palm trees, 400+ orange trees.

and 70 parkway trees. In addition, to
preserve the historic 'Ragged Robin'
roses lining the median the city will
retain a nursery to take cuttings and
grow new plants to replace missing
or unhealthy shrubs. The plan also
includes new ground cover installation and a fresh coat of mulch in the
medians. Finally, both the asphalt
bikeway and the decomposed granite
paths on either side of the Avenue
will be renovated.
Improvements are expected to
begin in October, 2007 with completion estimated in 2008.
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Return Service Requested

Work Days
October 20
&
November 17

Riverside City Public Library
Local History Records
P.O. B o x 468
Riverside, C A 92502

9:00 a.m.
Please see front page.
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JOIN VICTORIA A V E N U E F O R E V E R
=,1
(Current members w i l l be notified when their membership expires) '
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Victoria Avenue Forever ( V A F ) is a non-profit organization founded in 1990, dedicated to the preservation and beautification of Victoria Avenue. Through fund raisers and membership support, V A F has purchased
plants and trees, organized tree planting parties, planted over 600 trees, organized tree care activities, and informed our members about the history and value of the plantings on the avenue. Present goal is to take cuttings
and fill in missing "Ragged Robin" roses which frame the trees and larger plants in the medians.
To find out more about the history of Victoria Avenue, to find out how you can become a member, and to
volunteer for activities, please fill in the form below and mail today. We'd love to have you join us!
PHONE:

NAME:
ADDRESS

Make your tax-deductible checks payable to Victoria Avenue Forever
and mail to 6475 Victoria Avenue, Riverside, C A 92506
$10.00 Individual
$20.00 Family
$50.00 Sustaining
I would like to volunteer
$_

for V A F Endowment Fund in honor/memory of

Please mail to Victoria Avenue Forever • 6475 Victoria Avenue • Riverside. C A 92506

